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Research shows many athletes don’t graduate
1985 players Cimoli, Aimonetti
are still trying to earn degrees
By Kathy White
Daily staff writer

Mike Cimoli played football
under a scholarship for SJSU for
four years. Five months later after
ending his career here in December
1985. Cimoli dropped out of school
without a degree. He is currently
manager of a Thrifty store in his
hometown of Manteca.
Cimoli is not the only one to slip
through the academic cracks of
SJSU. He was one of 30 seniors on
the 1985 Spartan football team that
did not graduate. Only one player
has evergraduated from that team.
Coaches, administrators and some
student -athletes say this 4 percent
graduation rate is not representative
of SJSU’s academic performance,

but the university has no records of
its student-athletes and their graduation success to show otherwise.
Recently the athletics department
has begun charting the success rate
for student -athletes, realizing a need
for such statistics. Some former student -athletes have lived the reality of
low graduation rate.
"The system takes care of you
and then it drops you." said John
Aimonetti, another 1985 senior on
the Spartan football team.
Aimonetti has also not received
his degree, dropping out of SJSU in
May 1987 after trying out for the National Football League’s Denver
Broncos. He just signed a two-year
contract with the British Columbia
Lions of the Canadian Football

I vague

It you look at other programs
like Berkeley or even Stanford, they
see academics as first and athletics
as second, but that’s not how it is at
SJSU, Aimonetti said. "They just
want to keep you eligible. It’s really
scary. You’re there for five years
and you don’t get a degree."
James Bryant, chairman of
SJSU’s human performance department and a sports sociologist, says
the problem is not unique to any one
school but is a problem across the
nation.
"(Professional) baseball players
have the lowest number with only
about 15 percent holding degrees."
Bryant said. "Less than 50 percent
of the players in the NFL have degrees and basketball has just about
35 percent with degrees.
"It’s a form of exploitation,"
Bryant continued. "(School recruiters) go into their homes and con See ATHLETE. page 5

1 in 31 graduates

John Aimonetti
Kan/Imre

Mike Cimoli
irdl Irving for degree

Out of 31 seniors on the
1985 Spartan football team,
only one has graduated and
only one is still attending
school.
John Aimonetti and Mike
Cimoli, seniors on that team,
are about one year away
from earning degrees.
Aimonetti. a human performance major while at
SJSU, plays professional
football with the Canadian
Football League.
Cimoli, a business major
while at SJSU, is the manager of Thrifty’s in his
hometown of Manteca.

CSU faces
severe cuts

Sha-boom, sha-boom

Fullerton
predicts deficit
of $1 billion
By Hazel Whitman
Daily stall writer

Kendra Luck -- Daily stall photographer

From left, Becky West, Jenny Meltzer and Sandy Suklow make up Pastiche, which performed to an enthusiastic crowd

White shirts
recognize
gay rights
By Duni Parkin
Daily staff writer
Some SJSU lesbians and gays.

and supporters of these people’s
rights, will be wearing white shirts
Thursday to make people more
aware of their presence on campus.
Alliance
Lesbian
and
Gay
(GALA) Co-president, James Aldona. said. "This is basically to
make people realize that when they
say anti -gay remarks or suggest anti gay violence that gays or their supporters are around and hearing it."
GALA plans to post fliers around
campus and send letters to department heads alerting the campus of
their cause.
"It would be nice to have the
whole campus involved." Aldona
said.
Aldona said it is very difficult to
be gay on the SJSU campus because
of the many anti -gay remarks he
hears.
"Even some teachers are very,
very anti -gay." he said.
"One business professor says a lot
of racist and gay remarks." Aldona
said. "But people still like him because he’s an easy grader and they
think he’s funny."
Aldona said lesbian and gay people like to keep a low profile, not
only to avoid discrimination but because "people don’t get to know you
if you’re gay. They automatically
put up a harrier.
"I don’t go out there and parade,
wearing a pink shirt because I want
people to get to know me," he explained.
Aldona hopes that White Shin
Day will make straight students realize that gay people are not a threat.
See GAI.A, hack page

A budget shortfall predicted to
range from $800 million to SI billion
is expected to hit California State
universities during the upcoming
academic year. SJSU President Gail
Fullerton said to the Academic Senators on Monday.
The annoucement, delivered as
the President’s final report to this
year’s Academic Senate. was said to
likely deliver "a one-time stiff cut"
to state universities.
Fullerton said one cause for the
budget deficit is thought to have resulted from a change in the capital
gains laws.
Federal Congressional action
specifically, the passage of the 1987
tax reform act resulted in the repeal of captial gains tax. Changes in
laws pertaining to profit, or capital
gains, became effective for the April
15 tax -filing deadline.
"The change in capital gains may

have permailentl) alteied people’s
investment practices, coupled with
the volatile nature of the stock market." Fullerton said.

"Whatever the source, a lot of
people filed for an extension date for
paying their income tax. Next year
will be a very difficult year. We may
not have the luxury of responding."
Fullerton said.
The depth of effect that the forced
belt tightening will have on SJSU remains uncertain.
Terry McCarthy, Associated Student vice president and presidentelect, declined to comment about the
possible effects to the campus of a
budget reduction near St billion.
A.S. President Michael McLennan was not available for comment
Tuesday on the subject of budget
cuts.
Fullerton said she had been informed of the university’s impending financial troubles at a meeting
which the Chancellor and Vice
Chancellor of the CSU system attended.
The disclosure took place as part
of a regular monthly meeting of the
See MONEY, built pave

Senator asks for committee to study pre-test
By’sic Vogler

a member.

Daily staff writer

"We have a good voice." he said.
At lust week’s Senate meeting. Walters proposed that financial aid packages be adjusted
to pay for the WST. He said that loans and
grants should be expanded to help certain financial aid students.
’It seems fair to everyone involved.’’ Walters said, adding that financial aid recipients
should pay for the test according to their resources. "It will still require some commitment (from students).’’
Aside from Walters’ proposal, the Academic Senate has made no other plans to "ease
the financial burden" of the WST.
Wiggsy Sivensen, chair-elect of the Senate,
said the state should cover the cost of the test.
She added, however, that the Senate itself

Seeking a way to "avoid charging students
S25" for the 100W pre-test. Academic Senator
Jim Walters proposed Monday that a committee be formed to examine the issue.
Fearing that the issue might he forgotten
during the summer. Walters moved that an
"appropriate committee" develop a policy
next fall which will help students pay for the
Writing Skills Test.
"We have a commitment now," he said.
"They can’t ignore it."
They" referred to the members of the Academic Senate executive committee which will
review the fee issue next fall. Walters said the
group will then pass the issue to the Financial
and Student Affairs Committee, of which he is

Black graduates hold own
commencement ceremony
By Lisa Walker
Daily stall writer
SJSU and Santa Clara University black graduates, will attend a
second commencement in recognition of their accomplishments
during their college careers.
The Sixth Annual Black Graduation will be held May 28 at 1
p.m. in the SJSU Theater. The
committee chose the theme of "A
Celebration of Black Achievement."
"Black students need a support
system that says. ’We’re behind
you, we support you and keep up
the good work,’ " said Nehanda
Imara, a member of the graduation committee.
lmara said Black Graduation is
also a form of building a stronger
sense of unity among black students, as well as helping them develop a greater sense of purpose.
La Kecia Smith. chairwoman

for Black Graduation and a
uating senior, said the conuintioc
is expecting approximately 70
graduates to participate.
Smith also said they expect
over 400 family. friends, faculty
and community members to attend, which is double last year’s
attendance.
"I think it’s really growing and
it will continue to grow." Smith
said.
Smith said there is great participation from graduates because
"for sonic, they feel it’s more
personal as opposed to the main
Smith also
commencement.
said that blacks are not excluding
themselves from the main ceremony because the majority of
graduates attend both ceremonies.
"Retention is a strong issue in
the black student community, and
See GRADUATE, hack page
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kills. the
university established the new I (X)W policy to
compensate for this decline.
Displeased with a "lack of student involvement" in the issue, she said that students
should lobby the state legislature through the
Associated Students.
"I think that students need to become acWiggsy Sivertsen,
SJSU counselor tive." she asserted. "I found myself last week
being the lone voice in the Senate.
"You folks are getting nick led and dinied to
death." Sivertsen said to the students.
doesn’t have the power to force a change.
Terry McCarthy, A.S. vice-president and
"It really will be out of our hands," Sivertsen said. "The university is stuck. We’ve got president-elect, agrees with Sivertsen.
"I’m not in support of students picking up
to give the test.**
a test placed
Blaming overcrowded classrooms and poor the administrative costs of
instruction from junior colleges and high on them by the administration,’’ he said. "I’m
philosoplo,
the
whole
schools, she said the stale "bears responsibil- against

’It really will be out of our
hands. We’ve got to give
the test.’

Annual contest rewards ’bad’ writing
By Kara Myers
Daily staff writer

Had writing is the epitome of insults to the English language and
usually will not win you kudos or the
respect of your teachers. But in sonic
cases, it could win you a lot of recognition.
The results are in for the seventh
Bulwer-Lytton Fiction Contest conducted by SJSU English Professor
Scott Rice. Rice is presently touring
the media circuit to promote the third
hook of bad writing called "Bride of
Dark and Stormy . ’
This year’s winner is Rachel
Sheeley, a journalism student at
Franklin College in Indiana. Her
winning sentence was:
"Like an expensive sports car
fine-tuned and well-built, Portia v,
sleek, shapely and gorgeous, her red
jumpsuit moulding her body, which
was as warm as the seatcovers in
July, her hair as dark as new tires,
her eyes flashing like bright hubcaps, and her lips as dewy as the

heads of fresh rain on the hood; she
was a woman driven - fueled by a
single accelerant and she needed
a man, a man who wouldn’t shift
from his views, a man to steer her
along the right road: a man like All
Romeo.
Sheeley will receive a word processor for her winning entry.

SJSU Physics Professor Brian
Holmes won in the puns category for
the following sentence:
"Once a month, when the moon is
full. Reverend Jim Bleaker and his
lovely wife Teddi invite members oh
the church to the parsonage tot an
evening of hymn singing, followed
See CONTEST. hail page

ROTC programs hold ball
Three-star general
speaks to members
of Army, Air Force
H See page 6
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Letters to the Editor
Contraceptive ad was offensive

Paper

biased, lacks coverage

Editor,
After being ievently given an assignment in my English 1B class. I began to thoroughly review the format of
the Spartan Daily as research for my English paper.
As expected, this newspaper is not just read by SJSU
faculty and students. The general public, including
alumni, are also interested in the progress of SJSU becoming a well -respected school across the nation. But
after reading the newspaper, they are often misinformed
or misinterpreted of other activities.
For example, the SJSU Greek system is often given
negative opinions by people who have never even been
in a function run by fraternities or sororities. They have
both donated a tremendous amount of time and energy
into helping the homeless, children’s playgrounds, and
raising money for charity.
The newspaper lacks the ability to inform the public
of local and world news in more detail and coverage. If
the local or world news is fortunate enough to he printed.
the articles are kept to a minimum page space and
usually a three- to four -line summary. This is not enough
to satisfy or even educate the students, faculty and public
on what is happening outside of the SJSU campus.
At times the paper has included well. informed information on the campus surroundings and has provided its
readers with important Issues. but the bias of the paper
needs to disappear and begin to show what a real newspaper should he like
I.isa Premo
Freshman
ndeclared

Attention, Artists!
Are you handy with a pen? Do you
have an interest in politics or social issues? Do you like to draw editorial cartoons or standard illustrations?
Then consider having your work published in the Spartan Daily next semester.
The entire campus can enjoy your work
and you get the chance to voice your beliefs on the Forum Page.
Regular contributors can even earn
university credit. Just bring a few examples of your talent and your work may be
enjoyed by the entire campus community.
Anyone interested in contributing either political cartoons or arranging to draw
specific illustrations for stories on a caseby-case basis, contact either Katarina Jonholt, fall semester editor in chief, or Mike
Lewis. fall semester Forum Page editor at
924-3280.

boys and girls’

Can you say: passing the buck’?
There’s SJSU President Gail Fullerton, right
now. Let’s ask her who will have to pay for the
extra expenditures.
"We must act now, because now is the time for
the future. Let the planets decide," Fullerton decried, as she briskly side stepped away.
Just then a group of burly girls carrying field
hockey sticks began chasing Fullerton who had
started to sidestep even faster now.
Perhaps the team confused Fullerton as a globular ball. Or maybe they were upset about the imminent athletic cuts.

Issue: Ban beer and wine ads from TV?

Those who erred should pay
Editor.
I have been leading the ser les of letters to the editor
on the Rec Center cost overruns. 1 ant shocked that the
administration expects the students to absorb the costs in
our fees.
It was an administration foul-up that caused the cost
overruns in the first place. This Rec Center is supposed
to benefit the students so that they can relax and relieve
some the pressures of school, home and work. But, with
these added fees the Rec Center will not begin to fulfill
its expectations. How can we. as students, relax and
enjoy this facility when we are expected to pay for the
mistakes of the administration’?
The fee increase should not be asorbed by the students, but by the officials who originally made the mistake. Why should we pay for something we had no say
in? Why should I pay for something that probably will
not he built by the time I graduate. Did we vote to raise
our fees? We live in a democracy and in a democracy all
the people have a say. But in this case it didn’t happen
that way. Why?
Stephanie Panousis
I reshman
I Mural Studies

ineptitude?

It’s such a beautiful day in the neighbor
hood, won’t you join Ms. Rogers in her last sardonic rendering.
Can you say: high horse’?
Let’s trot over to the Aquatics Center. Oh, I’m
sorry boys and girls. you can’t bring your swimsuits yet because it won’t be ready until school lets
out.
Yes. I know they promised us it would be finished last August. Can you say: misappropriation of
funds’? Can you say: mismanagement’?
You see kids, there’s this green ugly monster
called cost -overruns that have attacked the project,
forcing administrators to increase student fees.

Since 1934

Editor.
On Monday. Apr. IN. the Spartan Daily published an
advertisement for "Today Contraceptive Sponge." This
ad was offensive and sexist and it should be discontinued. The caption. "Too had she didn’t know what to
do... was coupled with a picture resembling the mother
goose nursery rhyme. "There was an old lady who lived
in a shoe. The ad implied that the woman was at fault
for getting pregnant. and also that choosing a birth control method was solely her responsibility
If I studied ni biology correctly .it takes two parties,
male and female, to make a baby. It is not just the female’s responsibility to obtain and use birth control.
Furthermore. the ad insults the intelligence of
women by implying that we rely on the effectiveness of a
"last-minute prayer, for our birth control.
In this, the age of AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases, it is most important that both parties in an intimate
relationship review the possibilities, not just the female.
Stephanie Panousis
Freshman
I Thera! studies
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Pro: Drink beer; don’t think beer
I watched toui innings tit a televised A’s game Saturday, and over
the course of an hour-and -a-half, 12
beer commercials appeared on the
screen before me.
Now. Ini a big guy. but even I
can’t down a 12 -pack in 90 minutes.
I had to pause and wonder: do we
really need such a saturation of beer
advertising on television? Do we
really such commercials at all?
There are some very good reasons
for taking beer commercials off television, as the Federal Communications Commission has periodically
considered doing.
Consider the fact that beer companies frequently sponsor television
programs like ball games and coinedy shows like "Saturday Night
Live," which have a high percentage of young viewers.
In a society that is struggling to
control alcoholism and drunk driving. I’m not sure we want to teach
people for their entire childhoods
that successful and attractive adults
all drink beer. We need to protect
people’s freedom of choice against
inadvertent mind -control.
And the messages of many beer
commercials are unhealthy, misleading and ridiculous for adults, as
well.
Considering the following lyric
from a Budweiser commercial:
"You’re havin fun in the sun and
there’s nothin; nothin’ you can’t
do. That is the last message some
guy with a macho complex who’s
ripped on beer needs to hear.
I suggest there is a correlation be -

Jeff Elder
tween the macho guys inevitably
portrayed in beer commercials and
the amount of American violence
that is linked to alcohol.
And other messages in beer commercials are just plain ridiculous credos for American adults to live by.
Consider Old Milwaukee’s ad
campaign that states. ’ It doesn’t get
any better than this. Yes it does,
guys.
Fishing in a river with your buddies and drinking cheap beer is
great, but it’s not better than eating
lobster and drinking Dom Perignon
at the Four Seasons with the woman
of your dreams. Let’s get real.
And, of course, if we’re going to
talk about ridiculous messages in
beer commercials, Spuds MacKenlie, that bitchy stud, has got to be
the topper.
Just what is the message of a commercial where women are falling all
over a female dog? As Judd Apatow,
host of this year’s comedy competiOm said, it must be that if you get
someone drunk enough they’ll screw

,inyttung.
Finally, lest anyone think we’ll
lose entertainment if we lose beer
commercials, think again. We certainly get plenty of Rodney Dangerfield and Bob Uecker, by far the funniest suds salesmen, outside of beer
commercials.
And anyone who clings to 60 seconds of salesmanship as entertainment needs to be introduced to some
real comedy, and to take a class in
subliminal advertising.
I would never deny that beer commercials are well -made. They should
be. We consumers spend billions on
them yearly. But using their quality
as a defense is like saying Lugers are
wonderful weapons as an argument
against gun control.
What is the best beer you’ve ever
tasted’? EKU? Guiness’? Bass’?
Beck’s? How many times have you
seen T.V. commercials for these
beers’? Now think about how many
times you’ve seen a Bud or Miller or
King Cobra commercial.
Drinking beer is an American rite
of youth. It is a tradition at ball
games and other outdoor events. It is
a relatively healthy form of recreation, and frankly I enjoy it more
often than I should.
I don’t think we need Hollywood
role models showing us how to have
fun. Drinking beer is easy. We don’t
need instruction in what to wear and
how to act when we socialin.
We don’t need multi -billion dollar
corporations controlling our minds
on something that should be free and
spontaneous -- recreation

Con: Ads don’t spur alcohol abuse
It is the nature of advertising to
sell an image rather than a product.
For example. when Chevrolet tries
to call attention to its latest, greatest
Camaro. the focus is on an image of
owning a Camaro rather then the
specifics of the car. It’s the same for
toothpaste, jeans. even air freshener.
Image is also the push in alcohol
ads.
Lite beer has a history of commercials showing beer swilling, ex-athelets having a great time playing golf.
tennis, or any number of sports (except the one they played professionally).
Gallo wine ads show elegant people in elegant houses with elegant
furniture doing elegant things. Carlo
Rossi claims he would rather drink
his wine then talk about it. Battles
and James are forever thanking us
for our support.
Some argue that this is the very
problem. The image that alcohol
tries to convey will inspire young
people to drink because of its glamorous or humorous nature. For this
reason, some claim, the ads should
not he on television at all.
The fact is the problem does not
rest in the ads. When the tobacco
companies were banned from advertising on television, the result was
little decrease in tobacco sales and
no decrease in the number of young
smokers. Yet the tobacco companies
were prevented from advertising in
perhaps the most important medium
available.
Why should alcohol companies
suffer similar restrictions’? Why
should companies that put out a very
popular product be restricted be -

Mike Lewis

ing. This isn’t a miracle, just common sense. These people are educated at home about the potential
danger of alcohol. Drinking is not
restricted to adults, so youths on the
edge of adulthood do not drink just
because mom and dad do.
To be sure, alcoholism exists in
these countries and others. As long
as there are intoxicating substances
there will be substance abuse. But to
blame the advertisers is not only innaccurate. it is avoiding the issue.
Education about life’s pitfalls
should take place at home and
school. This is where all individuals
should learn the rights and wrongs
and then be allowed to make intellegent decisions on the basis of this information. People should learn to
keep their own house in order and
not depend on other people to do so.
Limit these ads and you are opening the door for increased limitations. A nunber of products including automobiles can be dangerous if
abused. Should these be banned
also?
Widespread banning of nearly
anything creates an atmosphere in
which problems are ignored and not
dealt with. Banning alchohol ads just
sweeps the problem under the carpet.
Education is the answer. By teaching members of a society about
what life has in store rather then hiding the issues land adding to their
mistique and appeal) is the only way
to stop any problem.

cause of some uneducated individuals that would abuse the product anyway’.’
As it is. the alcohol commercials
do have restrictions. When was the
last time that you saw one of those
athletes or elegant people take a
drink of that beverage they are holding? You haven’t because they can’t.
FCC regulations state they can advertise but cannot drink on television.
Granted, alcoholism is a problem
in the United States. It doesn’t appear to he going away or even decreasing. One of the primary reasons
people wish to ban the alcohol ads is
their effect on young people. It is
important to look at some other
countries before deciding if ads are
the problem.
For example, in France where
there is no legal drinking age and alcohol advertising is accepted, the
youth alcohol problem is less than
one-third as had as the United States.
In Germany, the same case is true.
Beer ads arc line, and for that
These countries don’t have the matter, so is beer. The change
same alcoholism problems we do. should come from those drinking,
But they do have alcohol advertis- not producing.

Fullerton can side step quicker than the avBut
erage fiddler crab and left the girls in the dust
of their own bewilderment.
That was close, boys and girls. What was that
about, you ask’? Can you say: sexual discrimination’? Can you say: insensitivity to student -athletes!
The administration must make budget cuts
somewhere and why not start with the women’s
sports’? Didn’t your parents tell you that boys are
better than girls anyhow’? That young ladies don’t
play sports, that they should be preparing themselves for motherhood’?
Besides, the extra funds could be used to give
more privileges to the football team. They are, after
all. our No. I box-office hit. At least that’s what
Fullerton thought when she approved of constructing an additional 3,000 seats in Spartan Stadium.
Or was it a factor that adding an extra 3,000 seats to
the stadium would qualify SJSU in Division I -A
football?
Administrators are still in a tailspin about how
they are going to settle that expense.
Fullerton manages the school’s budget the same
way Ronald Reagan handles the nation’s deficit
by cutting programs such as social securityto finance immense projects such as Star Wars.
Smaller programs such as field hockey will be
cut at SJSU to compensate for overwhelming projects such as the Rec Center and Project ’88, the
new Engineering Building.
Can you say: "Fullertonomics?"
Administrators take pride in the Engineering
Building. Someone should inform them that it actually looks like an oversi/ed public restmom.
administration officials should con Perhaps
skier holding a political rally in Spartan Stadium with the proceeds going to all of SJSU’s
misguided projects.
But who could we have to host this rally, boys
and girls’? Jesse Jackson, you say’?
It would seem logical that Jackson would hold a
rally at SJSU because it has a high minority enrollment.
But no, Jackson would rather rub elbows with
scholars from a more prestigous school such as
Stanford.
Yes, Jesse Jackson, who allegedly upholds the
rights of minorities and the downtrodden, and now
he can’t find the time to visit one of the few affordable universities in the Bay area.
Can you say: hypocritical politician’?
Thank you for joining me. boys and girls on this
beautiful day in the neighborhood. But for inept
campus administrators, it’s always a beautiful day
Would you he mine . . could you be mine.
you he my neighbor"
Julie Rogers is the news editor. She drew a
"get out of jail free" card the other day and will
be using it for admittance out of the Spartan
Daily. Artist’s Rendering appears no more.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you
our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters be accepted.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel. We will also correct obvious style
and grammar errors. The Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Students give pointers for studying
By Vic Vogler
.Daily staff writer
The coffee pot is empty and the
clock says 3 a.m.
With the final exam iust hours
away, you’ve finished less than half
your notes. You’ve played the same
tape 20 times. Time to panic?
Not if you’re among six SJSU students who think they’ve found a
method to the madness. The Daily
asked them how they prepare for finals. Answers ranged from caffeine
to cramming, but all pointed to success.
Chad Turner, a junior majoring
in marketing:
"This year all my finals are on the
last day of classes. I’m just studying
very night for about two hours per
lass . . . and then before each final
I would study more than that. I
would become a hermit.
"I like studying in the morning.
. . . That way I get a full night’s
rest. I study alone so I won’t have

over what you missed
I usually get a good night’s
sleep. . . Most of all I try arid stay
calm. I try to avoid stressful situations. . . . If you always run behind.
you have to take some drastic Incasures to get the material in
I.oren (’rannell, a junior majorChad
Turner,
-ing in finance:
junior marketing major
"Basically, I just look over my
notes during the whole week.
. . . After each final. I study that
Any other secrets?
. . I just get at least eight
"Tons of coffee. Usually I have a day.
hours
sleep. No caffeine, nothing
pot of coffee in my room. I’m so
like
that.
You either know (the
wired, it keeps me going. It gives me
material) or you don’t.’’
energy."
Laurie Vodegel, a junior majorSteve Aguirre, a junior majoring in business finance:
ing is business administration:
"I go over my homework for
"I review my highlighting in the
chapters. and I’ll go over the study business.. . . I do a lot of cramming
questions at the end of each chapter. because all my tests are comprehenThe teacher will give you some gen- sive. The thing that keeps me awake
eral guidelines on how to prepare for is Mountain Dew because it has a lot
the final. I study the material to the of caffeine. I was told it had the most
point where I’m bored with it. And caffeine of all the soft drinks.
"I can never cram too much. I
then the final preparation is going
feel like I’m getting overloaded. I
have to do something relaxing. I go
out and see my horse, land) go for a
ride or something."

’I study alone so I won’t have any
distractions or breaks. I haven’t found
anything better.’

any distractions or breaks. I haven’t
found anything better."
Belinda Miller, a junior in business management:
"Usually what works for me is
studying for two days before each
final. . . I’ll study Sunday and
Monday for a test on Tuesday. Monday and Tuesday for a test on
Wednesday. It’s better for me to do
that than to study a whole weekend
ahead of time. I get a lot of sleep before. I try not to stress a lot. I tend to
stress more from midterms than my
finals."

Organization of African Unity
lacks leadership, scholar says

dent Attica,’ siatcs and strives for the
freedom of who.
In addressing herself to the issue
By Joe S. Kappia
nees who are backed by legitimate
Daily staff writer
organizations whose objective is to of class struggle within the black
Nehanda !man’. an African - uplift the Ii.ing standards of their race. Irnara, who works as a peer adAmerican scholar, has said that the fellow countrymen and not gravy - viser for equal opportunity program
Organization of African Unity, the seeking individuals who want to re- on campus. admitted that there exists
mouthpiece of 50 independent states turn to Africa and maintain the status a bitter struggle between lightin Africa, lacks the administrative quo by becoming chiefs, politicians. skinned and dark-skinned blacks.
She said that light -skinned blacks
teeth to bite out the resolutions for- etc.
with long hair often consider themmulated at summits.
Miura, a graduate student who
Imara, who acquired her African hopes to do her research in Ghana. selves superior to dark-skinned
name from a Zimbabwean ethnic West Africa, does not see the need to blacks.
She added that the struggle also
group, said the original objective abolish the OAU despite its shortthat led to the formation of the ()AU comings but hopes for future Afri- borders on elitist mentality between
was very timely since African na- cans who will come and put African Africans and blacks in the diaspora,
especially black -Americans.
tionalists were struggling to attain leadership on its normal course.
independence from European powShe suggested that Africans on the
organization
suitable
is
no
"There
ers. Regrettably, she said, the curmainland and those in the diaspora
()AU"
the
replace
or
represent
to
rent leadership of the continent inadneed to clean their houses of all famthat organization itself, she
equately addresses the problems of besides
starting from the
better ily quarrels by
is
organization
bad
"A
said.
OAU member states.
grassroots level so as to establish an
than no organization.’’ Imara said, a
It may be recalled that the OAU
organization that will link them
quotation she attributed to the late
was formed in Addis Ababa, Ethioacross color lines, religious beliefs
Sekou Toure of Guinea.
Ahmed
pia, on May 25, 1963, by indepencultural differences.
West Africa. one of the foundation and
dent African states with the prime
the ()AU.
blocks
of
objective of paving the way for di.:
While Africans will be celebrating
independence of other Afrcian coun"
tries then under the minority rule of the 25th anniversary of the OAU in
/the Old14 s.
few weeks from now. Imara will be
colonial empires.
,
ia
The rest of Africa is independent among participants and officials who
with the exception of Namibia will be celebrating the 30th anniver(South West Africa) still under the sary of "African Liberation Day"
Acceoting Aoolications
minority regime of South Africa and under the sponsorship of the All -AfBussers
Anzania (South Africa) still under rican Peoples’ Revolutionary Party.
the minority regime of white settlers.
In distinguishing between the
Waiters/Waitresses
Imara urged the next generation to founding of the OAU and the AfriHostesses
liberate Africa from neo-colonialism can Liberation Day, she said the latApply in person Mon-Fri, 3-4 PM
since the present leadership has woe- ter started in 1958 with Kwame NkPlease use back door bell
fully failed the Africans. Her target rurnah
first
spear-heading
the
51 N. San Pedro
288-7488
group is the Africans in exile or conference of independent African
those seeking higher education states in Ghana. But according to
abroad who have to return arid as- historical fact. African Liberation
sume anew kind of leadership.
Day is celebrated in essence to comHowever, she expressed caution memorate the birth of an umbrella
that she is speaking in terms of retur- organization that groups all indepen-

Imara urges next generation to liberate

Soviet dissidents say police
illegally detained editor
Soviet dissiMOSCOW (AP)
dents Tuesday accused police of
breaking into the office of an unofficial journal and arresting editor Sergei Grigoryants without arrest or
search warrants. They demanded his
immediate release.
Grigoryants’ wife. Tamara, told a
news conference in Moscow police
were still guarding the small country
house outside the city where Grigoryants was arrested Monday.
Andrei Rabitsky, an editor of Grigoryants’ Glasnost magazine, said
almost 400 copies of the journal and
a new publication for young people
had been taken from the house.

Grigoryants. a former political
prisoner, had agreed to allow a
group seeking to found a political
party called the Democratic Union to
challenge the Communist Party to
hold its final organizing session at
his editorial office Monday afternoon.
The house is in the village of Kratkovo. about 25 miles southeast of
Moscow. in an area closed to foreigners.
After the arrest of Grigoryants and
several others, about 70 people gathered at a nearby club to form the political party.
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SAN FRANCISCO (API
harpoon killed the 40-foot gray
whale whose carcass was found
wedged in the pilings of a city pier, a
veterinarian said on Monday.

inent lawyers will decide if any.
charges will he filed
"I would sure hope some
chaiges ale filed," said Webb.
’the fish farms owner. Toni
Carpenter, wasn’t available for
comment .
Carpenter obtained a permit in
1984 and in 1986 to shoot 50 protected birds each year which prey
on the goldfish ponds, said Webb.
The federal permit allowed Carpenter to kill great blue herons,
black CTIIKTI night herons, snowy
egrets and great egrets.

football guide needs
artist for illustrations.
Send samples of art
and artist statements
for considerations -football oriented
please.
Also looking for a
contemporary front
cover. Send to:
T. Ross
265 Waverly #1
Menlo Park, 94025
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Enter the Miss Corona Northern
CaliforniaBIKINI CONTEST
(Hundreds of $$ in cash)
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MERCED t AP) owners of a
goldfish farm south of Mewed are
under investigation for illegally
shooting hundreds of migratory
birds which feed from the fish
ponds. a U.S. Fish and Wildlife
agent said.
Mark Webb. a special Fish and
Wildlife Service agent, confirmed
Monday that Carpenter’s Gold
Fish Farm is under investigation
trn illegally shooting hundreds of
protected bunts but he said charges
haven’t been filed yet. The investi
gation is continuing.
Webb said U S. Justice Depart

Harpoon killed whale
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Government investigates
migratory bird shootings
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STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
SHOW TIME AT 8:00 P.M.
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FOR MORE INFO CALL
924-6260 OR 024-6350
IMKET PRICES.
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Women’s golf team Not all baseball bats created equal
keeps on winning
SPORTS
By Ron Haynes
Daily stall writer
For the second straight year.
the SJSt ’ women’s golf team cap
tured the California Collegiate
Tournament at the Stanford (hilt
Course Monday behind freshman
Pat Hurst.
Hurst had a three -round scow
of 220 to win the individual title
in the tournament as the Spartans
had a 905 total.
Hurst. a former Junior National
Champion when she attended San
Leandro High School. has played
well enough this season to qualit
as a possible All-American candidate said Coach Mark Gale. Before winning at Stanford, she had
had won the 1988 PCAA individual title.
Hurst’s score surpassed the
previous individual season high
by Dana Lonand’s Lotland shot
a 221 at the Patti Sheehan Golf
Classic back in late February
Denise Philbriek finished sixth
for the Spartans with a 225. while
Lolland and Julie Rails took the
12th and 13th spots scoring 229
and 231, respecto e .
"We’re peaking at the right
time." Gale said.
As a team. the SJSU achieved
its best round score this season
\k, ith a 299 in the second. The preious top score was a 301 scored
in the third round of the Sheehan
tournament.
The California Collegiate comprised nine teams from the West
Coast with more than half of them
being ranked in the top-20. Participants included Long Beach
State. Oregon, Oregon State,
Pepperdine, San Diego State,
Stanford. UCLA. U.S. International, as well as SJSU.
Currently ranked 15th in the

Wil- 33 ounces it was nine ounces lighter
LOUISVILLE, K).(Al’)
There are many different models
lie McCovey discarded his after
every five hits. Joe Sewell used the which a major leaguer can order,
usually through their teams. If a
same one for 13 years.
The Louisville Slugger is a base- player wants a bat made to specificaball bat more famous than most of tions that cannot be met by any current model, a new model is created
the players who swung, or swing it.
Rogers Hornsby liked his bats and it becomes that player’s model.
The models have numbers and
with a brown finish; George Foster
preferred his black, and Harry The names. The R43 is the Babe Ruth
Hat" Walker went for a two-tone model; the 185 is the Mary Throne berry model. The most popular
model.
The model Hank Aaron used to model today is the M110 named
break Babe Ruth’s career home -run after Eddie Malone, a catcher who
record was similar in design to hatted .257 in 86 games with the
Ruth’s, but at 35 inches long it was Chicago White Sox in 1949 and
one inch shorter than Ruth’s. and at 1950.

Pat thirst
hike

Distance runner Budd
leaves Great Britain

hont,/

nation, the Spartans record of 8829. although impressive, could be
better.While the team has played
sonic of the toughest collegiate
courses in the nation, the Spartans have managed to win two titles and six additional top-five
finishes.
"We have played some of the
most
difficult
tournament
courses." Gale said and cited that
he purposely scheduled tougher
tournament courses in an attempt
to better prepare his team for the
NCAA Championship.
"I think we’re better players
because of it. he said.
Gale noted the always crucial
fourth hole on the Stanford course
as an example of what playing
harder courses can do for individual play in critical situations.
UCLA sophomore Jean Zedlitz
was the tournament leader until
she was unable to par on the
fourth because of its difficulty.
The Spartan players, ?Imre accustomed to difficult COW ses, had no
problem there.

Eckersley finds happiness
coming out of bullpen
But Eckel sley is not the typical
OAKLAND (API -- He threw a
no-hitter in just his third major dominating tastball reliever. He reDennis lies on control and the experience of
but
season,
league
i3 -year career as a starter to outEckersley
greatest impact in the
big leagues is happening a decade smart the hitters.
later in the bullpen.
So far, it’s worked better than last
"You can never project someyear, when injuries to former A’s
thing like this happening in your castopper Jay Howell put Eckersley in
reer." said the veteran Oakland
a steady relief role for the first time
right-hander, "but it couldn’t come
since his rookie season. He reat a better time."
sponded with 16 saves, a 6-6 record
Eckersley has 12 saves in 31
and 2.60 ERA as a reliever followgames as the Athletics have put toing a brief 0-2. 6.94 stint as a starter.
gether baseball’s longest winning
It didn’t take long for Oakland
streak since the Kansas City Royals
won 16 straight in 1977. the same manager Tony La Russa to figure out
a
no-hitter
where
Eckersley belonged.
year Eckersley pitched
"I’m sure he could have been
against the California Angels as the
doing this early in his career:. said
ace of the Cleveland Indians staff.
While saving Monday night’s win La Russa."
Whatever hesitation Eckersle
over Detroit. Eckersley ran his season scoreless string to 15 2-3 in- may have experienced when fir.i
nings He has retired 46 of the 52 placed in the pen is now long grme
"All I can say is I only Li,
batters to face him. allowing only
one time now," said F.
one ilk md live

LONDON (API South African born runner Zola Budd. pursued by
anti-apartheid activists since taking
British citizenship in 1984. was reported to have left Britain after announcing she’s quitting international
athletics because of nervous exhaustion.
The 21 -year-old athlete said in a
statement released Monday night to
the British domestic news agency
Press Association that she needs a
"substantial period of recuperation
along with the support of my family
and friends to regain my health."
The Times of London reported
today that she left London’s Heathrow Airport Monday night on a
flight hound for Johannesburg.
Budd said in the statement released by her British coach John
Bryant that she is not well enough to
continue fighting claims that she was
involved in a sports meet at Brakpan
in South Africa last June in contravention of international rules.
The Times quoted F)r. Ken Kingsbury, an expert in sports medicine
called in Saturday by her family, as
saying: "She is a pitiful sight. Bouts
of crying and deep depression. All
the clinical signs of anxiety."
But the move was bitterly crit1,1 zed by opponents of South
white -minority government and
its apartheid policies of separate racial development between blacks
and whites.
Protesters regularly staged demonstrations at meets where she competed, screaming abuse as she ran by
and holding banners with slogans
such as "Apartheid on the run." "If
Zola runs apartheid wins," and
"Zola represents apartheid not Britain.’
She is currently the subject of a
committee of inquiry set up by the
British Amateur Athletics Board.
The inquiry was established after a
demand by the International Amateur Athletics Federation that she be
banned for a year from competing in
international events because of her

’She is a pitiful
sight. Bouts of
crying and deep
depression. All the
clinical signs of
anxiety.’
Dr. Ken Kingsbury
alleged involvement with the Brakpan sports meet.
The board was scheduled to announce its decision May 21 regarding the ban demanded by the federation. If imposed, the ban would
have barred her from running in this
summer’s Olympic Games in Seoul
or any other meet governed by the
federation during the next year.
Anti-apartheid campaigner Peter
Hain, welcoming her decision to
quit, said: "She has been running
under a flag of convenience for too
long. She has tried to have it both
ways little Miss
Apartheid back
in South Africa. little Miss Innocent
here abroad."
Fludd’s surprise announcement
said:
"Pressure of recent events has
told on my health to such an extent
that at the moment I no longer feel
well enough to continue in competitive athletics.
"My general medical practitioner
and other medical advisers have told
me that I am suffering from nervous
exhaustion and that I need a substantial period of recuperation ....
"The doctors further advise that I
need a prolonged period away from
competition in order to recover full
and that despite my repeated assw
ances that I have broken no rules I
am not at the moment well enough 1,
continue the fight to prove oi. inn,
cenee."
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Time is Running Out!!

Vritannta Arms
of

mg and promotional sales for Hillerich & Bradsby Co.. Inc., which has
headquarters here.
He said about six million wood
hats were manaufactured 10 years
ago, but that last year the number
A bat must not be more than 42 was 1.25 million, with about ISO,inches long, not more than 21/4 inches (XX) of them for professional basewide at the barrel, and it must be ball.
The sharp decline was caused by
made of wood to qualify for use in
greater reliance on aluminum bats in
the major leagues.
The players must supply their own amateur baseball.
"Seventy-five percent of the
cork.
It is also not true that the Balti- major league players are under conmore Orioles and Atlanta Braves are tract to us," Williams said.
A player under contract, who has
currently using models with holes in
a model named for him, has his autothem.
Louisville Sluggers start in the graph burned into the bat. If the
Northeast. especially Pennsylvania player has a model, but is not under
and New York, where the ash of contract, his named is on the bat in
which they are made is grown. To- block letters.
The company now makes alumiday’s bats were seeds when the
750.000
mighty Ruth was making the home. num buts in California
in
baselast year -- and it makes golf clubs
run the most exciting play
in Indiana and hockey sticks in Canball.
The bats are made in a plant a few ada.
At first the hockey sticks were
miles from Louisville on the Indiana
called Louisville Sluggers. but Naside of the Ohio River.
There, craftsmen can turn out a tional Hockey League officials were
hat by hand in about 20 minutes for a worried the word "slugger" might
major leaguer. A bat for retail use have a bad connotation. So now just
can be turned out in about eight sec- "Louisville" appears on the sticks.
onds, but it takes four hours to set up
That’s good.
A Louisville Slugger belongs in
the lathe for a particular model.
Wooden bats now are made the hands of a Babe or an Iron Horse
mostly for professional baseball and or a loltin Joe or a Stan The Man,
amateur softball, according to Bill not in the hands of a Jean-Claude, a
Williams. vice president of advenis- Guy or a Sven.
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that can do the job,
depend on Kinko’s.
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MANPOWER)
SERVICES

TEMPORARY

OVER 100 SUMMER JOBS!
COME IN TODAY AND WORK TOMORROW!
Work as much or as little as you want.
LONG AND SHORT TERM ASSIGNMENTS IN:
’Industrial
’Health Care

’Word Processing
’Data Processing

’Technical
’Clerical

Ask about our $25 referral bonus and
our free office automation training.

Walk-in interviewsno appointment necessary.
Equal opportunity employer f/m/h/v.
Stevens Creek
241-4900
Downtown
998-4444
Brokaw & Old Oakland Rd
. . . 286-7100

Palo Alto
(415) 941-4181
Sunnyvale
749-1800
Health Care
. . 249-9090
Technical
249-9983

British Pub and Restaurant
British Food Favourites
served all day

41

Twelve Imported
Draft Ales 8 Beers
80 plus Imported Bottled
Beers

In order to retain recognition as a
student organization, Update Packets
must be completed and returned to the
Student Activities and Services Office

PRESENTS
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT

by June 1.

MONDAY -THURSDAY 4-7PM - HAPPY HOUR
THURSDAY 9PM - 50’s 60’s STYLE ROCK ’N ROLL WITH THE
HYDROMAT1CS
FRIDAY 9PM - TRADITIONAL BRITISH SING -A -LONG
SATURDAY 9PM - FROM ACROSS THE ATLANTIC, BACK BY
POPULAR DEMAND, LITE ROCK ’N ROLL WITH BITS N PIECES
SUNDAY 2-6PM DIXIELAND JAZZ
5027 ALMADEN EXPRESSWAY, BETWEEN BRANHAM 8. BLOSSOM HILL
266-05 50

Further information: 924-5950

rIMMEN111111=IIMIIM................1
’ SAVE A BUCK
$1.00 OFF ANY OF OUR DELICIOUS 1/4 LB.

SUMMER

TEMPORARY

PERMANENT

Part-time & Full-time
. Hundreds Of Jobs
Bonus Programs
Excellent Pay Pates

L. L
37c41

Over 800 Client Companies
Various Industries
Immediate Openings
Entry Level or Experienced

Labor, Receptionists and Manufacturing

GOLDEN WEST
G.W. AGENCY

SCOTT’S ICE CREAM AND CAFE
484 E. San Carlos
993-0370
’

re
M EDY SHOW
With
LARRy 613tA3 RUE S 511OWN

Ros Schneider
FReD Reiss

Santa Clara

-aMay 18, 1988

JO B$

Clerical, Secretarial, Industrial, Accounting,
Word Processing, Technicians, General

ROAST BEEF
HAM
GIANT HOT DOGS

Expires

JO B$

Major Silicon Valley Employers
No Fee Cho’ ged

SANDWICHES
TURKEY
CHICKEN SALAD
PASTRAMI

JO B$

I

San Jose

:10 De La Cruz Blvd. 3396 Stevens Creek
’;,]nta Clara, CA
San Jose
(408)980-9555
(408)248-7550

Mountain View
1621 W. El Camino
Mtn, View, CA
(415)969-4242

Friday May 13th, SJSU Student Union Ballroom
Students $4 adv./$6 door General $5 adv./ $6 door
Doors open at 7pm. Show starts at 8pm
Tickets available at Bass and Student Union
Call 924-6260 for into. Funded by Associated Students
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Athlete: Many ’85 football players didn’t graduate
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Only I in .11 players from the 1985 Spartan football team today hold degrees from Sitit . John kimotielti and ’Mike Cimoli plan to earn theirs.
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L.A. drops
plans for
homeless
LOS ANGELES (API The city
is dropping plans to provide shelter
for at least 2.(XX) homeless people.
citing neighborhood reluctance. unresponsiveness from churches and
charitable agencies, and a misfit between the structures and city lots.
Of the three types of shelters
Mayor Tom Bradley planned to use
M the program, only one group has
actually been purchased by the city.
which spent $1.5 million for 102
mobile homes last year.
Only 24 of those homes have been
placed in the city. The others sit
unused in storage lots in Torrance
and Fontana.
Workers for the city and charitable agencies have found no takers for
30 prefabricated dormitory style
buildings that offer 390 rooms,
which were made available to the
city from a Utah construction company for $2.2 million.
"We just decided there is no way
we’re going to get them down
here," Deputy Mayor Mike Gage
told the Daily News on Monday.
Meanwhile, Los Angeles is trying
to interest other Southern California
cities in 240 one-, two- and threebedrimm prefabricated apartment
units that could not he placed in the
city. The units would have cost $4.1
million.
The city has a no-cost option on
both the dormitory units and the prefabricated apartment units, which remain in Utah while officials seek
places for them.
Churches, charities and developers all rejected requests to place
the units. said Gage, who noted that
800 letters were sent out. The Community Redevelopment Agency said
they received only one response.
The reluctance stemmed from the
refusal of City Council members to
place the units in their own districts.

Rescuers cut all
to free half-ton man

MM.

AMITY HARBOR, N.Y. (AP)
Rescue workers had to cut a hole in
the bedroom wall of a house to extract a I .000-pound roan who had to
be hospitalized for acute bronchitis,
officials said Tuesday.
John Finnerty, 45, was taken to
Brunswick Hospital with the aid of a
highway department truck equipped
with a hydraulic lift, said Officer
Salvatore Yovino, a spokesman for
Suffolk County police.
Yovino said police responded to a
call of a man having difficulty
breathing at 10 p.m. Monday. Rescue workers decided he would have
to be hospitalized.
Finnerty would not fit through the
bedroom dam-way. so workers cut a
hole in an outside wall and up to a
dozen men lifted him out of the
house on a gurney. Yovino said.
He was then put on the truck,
using the lift, and taken to Brunswick Hospital. where he was in stable condition today. the officer said.
Yovino said that Finnerty lived at
the house with his wife and at least
one child.

said the Rev. Eugene Routilier. a
United Way official.
"People who are perfectly willing
to work with the city and county to
help the homeless are unwilling to
do it when it becomes political and
council members are expressing
fears about neighborhood problems," he said.

From page I
vince them to come to school and
then they keep them eligible for the
duration of the scholarship. In the
end, however, they don’t graduate.
Nonstudent-athletes come of their
own will and leave the same way.
That’s the difference."
Coaches do not see the problem as
widespread and administrators feel
the same.
"I really don’t know the exact
numbers but a lot of our players
don’t graduate." said head football
coach Claude Gilbert. "It’s not happening just necessarily in football.
Sometimes they’ll come back to
school, but I’m not even sure I’d
really classify it as a problem."
Graduate Coordinator Charlie
Whitcomb. Athletics Director Randy
Hoffman and Academic Monitor
Arm Hanzad all feel the athletic program provides what it should.
"Student -athletes are no different
than regular students." Whitcomb
said. "They don’t have any more
problems than other students, only
more attention is drawn to them."
"Some athletes come in with deficiencies and we try to assist them in
that area," Hoffman said. "We
make an effort to straighten out any
problems and to try to adequately advise them."
"We keep a close rein on what
they’re doing." said Hanzad, whose
job is to check the progress of the
athletes in their major. "They have
to make a natural progress to their
degree or they aren’t eligible to
play."
The NCAA requires that student athletes take and pass 12 units per
semester making normal progress toward a degree. San Jose State requires that the grade-point average
of student -athletes be at least 2.0 and
that each athlete go through two
mid -semester grade checks as well
as an end -of-semester grade check.
"In
general,
student -athletes
don’t have problems with grades,"
Hanzad said. "It’s a matter of time
management. If they get in trouble.
many wake up before they lose their
eligibility."
Some SJSU coaches feel that it is
the students’ responsibility, not
theirs, to make sure they graduate.
"The athlete has to budget his or

CELEBRATE

Graduation at SCOTT’S Seafoo
I resh Fish. Pasta & Salads
Convenient Location & Parking
Vie% of Sap lose
Mom & Dad Will Love It!

Open Just For You...Saturday, May 25th
From 12 noon to S pm
Reservations Necessary 408-971-170(1 155 Park Avenue, San Jost,.

2 PART-TIME JOBS
flexible hours - good pay
Position One: Clerical

Position Two: Graphic Arts

COMPUTER EXPERIENCE
BENEFICIAL

PAGEMAKER. EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

’I really don’t know the exact numbers, but
a lot of our players don’t graduate. It’s not
happening just necessarily in football.’
Claude Gilbert,
head football coach
her time," said men’s basketball
coach Bill Berry. "I think SJSU
could do a lot more in the area of
support systems, but I’m not really
at liberty to expand on that. It has to
be the student’s responsibility."
Gilbert said it is not his responsibility to make sure they graduate.
only to see they are eligible to play.
"We’re influenced by talents, not
academics, when we pick our recruits, although it’s nice to pick up
athletes that are academically
strong," Gilbert said. "We simply
can’t give the same focus to academics as we do to athletics because we
haven’t got the time. It’s sort of a
selfish attitude, but we just try to
keep them eligible. They are getting
an education virtually free. Personally, I think we should see that they
graduate."
Players from the SJSU men’s basketball team agree.
"We work hard for the program
and the program should really show
some loyalty to the player." said
Rodney Scott, an SJSU junior. "If
we were regular students, we would
have all the time we needed to graduate. As student -athletes, our time is
filled with practice and it’s tough.
It’s hard to get grades because some
professors don’t understand when

you have to go on the road for three
or four days.’’
Scott, along with fellow players
junior Anthony Perry and freshman
Tony Farmer, admitted they are advised on what professors to take.
"You hear it through the grapevine and your coaches help you out
too," Farmer said. "It all helps
Out."
Student -athletes are given priority
registration so that no class conflicts
with the practice time every day, another plus for them.
"All students in their majors have
to do extracurricular activities to a
certain extent, but none are taken
care of like athletes are." Bryant
said. "They are put up on a pedestal
for the term of their scholarship and
then dropped after that’s over."
Hoffman. who has been athletics
director at SJSU for a year, disagrees
with Bryant, arguing that only a
small percentage are in trouble.
"We graduate a higher number
than the student body does." Hoffman said. although the department
has no statistics to back this up.
"Sports sociologists talk a lot about
problems, but that’s an overgeneralization. They really don’t know what
they’re talking about. They’re misinformed people."

CIi and Aimonetti would tend
to disagree.
"They: don’t follow up on us and
see what happened, whether we
graduated or not." Ainionetti said.
"It’s not necessarily all their fault,
hut they certainly have something to
do with it."
The battle wages on with athletes
arguing for more Ow and money to
get their degrees and with administrators saying all they will get is their
athletic scholarship.
"It’s not that the school can’t afford to fund student -athletes until
they graduate. it’s that that’s not a
priority." Rryant said. "Money
goes elsewhere, to other higher priorities as decided by the department.
They really owe it to the student -athletes to see them graduate. They recruited them here which makes them
different than regular students."
Cimoli arid Aimonetti still hope to
get their degrees. Both are still about
a year away from that goal.
"I plan to eventually get my degree." Cimoli said. "I had planned
to get it while I was at SJSU. but I
just didn’t get it. Now I’m going to
have to try to do it on my own."
’I’m too close not to try and get
my degree. ’ ’ A i monett i said.
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COME WALK TO A NEW AGE STORE
and receive a free gift with this ad.
ITEMS TO RELIEVE
ANXIETY AND TO
IMPROVE ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE
LOVE OILS

’ CRYSTALS, CANDLES, AND
PERFUMES FOR PERSONAL
AND INTER-PERSONAL
HEALING
’ CRYSTALS: NATURAL
EARTH STONES FOR
DECORATIVE AND
HEALING PURPOSES
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NEW AGE MUSIC
BOOKS ON NEW AGE

Spiritual and, Psychic Reacting AvaitalAc

SANTA BARBARA - NEW VISION
L 791 So firs! St Virgin,a San Jose, CA 95113 (408) 998-0648

1

Valley Fair Mall
Santa Clara
(408)249-7558

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
Special pricing on Macintosh Plus and SE good through
May 31, 1988

Save $25, $30 or $40 Dollars!

Call Jonathan: 280-7777
Plus
$50,mo*
Macintosh SE Model M5252 fl
tieMacintosh
$78,1no*

co6-59.9

Macintosh SE Model M5251 B

#1

$100,mo*

California s
Northern
Adult Dateline

’Minimum monthly
payment on Apple Credit it
purchased before May 31
1988
No Downpayment
Required.’

Call from the comfort
of your home.
Messages change
often, so call daily.
Instantly updated
Open 24 hours.
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Three-star general receives
Presidential Proclamation
recognizing achievement

.0.
Freshman Dan Potas,
right, a member of the
Air Force ROT(’ at
53511, adjusts the
chinstrap of Jennifer
Earle, a fellow freshman
and Air Force ROTC
member, in preparation
for the program’s annual
military ball.

Jitilitarq bail
11131/u911J
By Laura NI. 1.ukas
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s Army and An Force
ROTC communities joined forces
Saturday night at Fort Mason in San
Francisco for their Annual Military
Ball. ROTC members, faculty and
special guests honored It. Gen. Gerald T. Bartlett. a 1957 graduate of
San Jose State College.
Bartlett, who graduated with a
bachelor of arts degree in business.
was commissioned through SJSr s
Army ROTC as Second Lieutenant
of Armor. During the past 31 year,
of service, the general has served ii
Germany, Vietnam. Australia and
Saudi Arabia, as well as various
bases in the United States.
Bartlett has been decorated with
several medals for his distinguished
service, including the Legion (it
Merit and Distinguished Flying
Cross. two of the nation’s highest
awards.
He is the only three -star general in
the Army who graduated from an institution other than the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point.
"There is nothing that I would
have rather done than spend the last
31 years the way 1 spent it." Bartlett
said in his address to the guests.
"There is no better life or career.
Bartlett added that the military society is a unique society due to certain values that bond service members together no matter where they
may be stationed.
The general talked about the history of the Army and its dedication
to the welfare of Americans.
"Our loyalty is pledged to the
Constitution, not the president." he
said. "Let the civilians voice the
merits and demerits of our leadership."
Loyalty. duty, selfless service and
integrity are the ethics Bartlett mentioned as requirements of servicemen to achieve that leadership position.
"A man of peace in character is a
man of bravery in war," Bartlett
said. "The fate of the United States
may be in the hands of soldiers of
character.
After his speech, Rose Tseng.
dean of the School of Applied Arts
and Sciences, presented a Presidential Proclamation to the general
for outstanding performance and
achievement. Tseng, who attended
the ball in President Gail Fullerton’s
place, expressed Fullerton’s best
wishes for the general’s continued
success.
Lt. Col. John Petrick. professor of
military science and head of the
Army ROTC program, and Lt. Col.
Jon Hillhouse, professor of two-

(9(-j-0

I )an Sweeney - Daily staff photographer

IA. Gen. Gerald Bartlett, a 1957 alumnus of San Jose State College. prepares to talk to Army and Air Force ROTC members and guests at the military ball
space studies and head of the Air
Force ROTC program, both received
Presidential Proclamations recogniiing the 40th anniversary of ROTC at
SJSU.
"This is in recognition of how important it is to the university, Petrick said. **We have a long and

proud history here at SJSt
Petrick said that of the tout oi
general officers who graduated from
the ROTC program at SJSU. Gen
era! Bartlett is the highest in rank.
"His rank reflects the great educa
tion he got here at SJSU," Petrick
said

Former bank executive faces charges
MINDEN, Nev. (AP) An Aug.
19 trial date was set on Tuesday for a
former California bank executive
who faces 32 counts of child sexual
abuse and child pornography.
Ned Bruen. 39. entered innocent
pleas to the 10 gross misdemeanor

Dan Sweeney
- Daily staff photographer

and 22 felony charges at his preliminary hearing before Douglas County
District Judge Norm Robison.
Robison allowed Bruen to remain
free on 5250.000 bail pending the
August trial.
He also told both sides in the case

to submit a series of motions to him
in writing for a later decision
Bruen was bound over for trial
after a day -long hearing last month
that included testimony from two al
leged abuse victims, now 20 and S
years old.

STAR SEARCH

A.S. Leisure Services is looking for three more stars to join our
winning team. This is your chance to shine with A.S Leisure Services!

DIRECTOR OF OFFICIALS
You have experience as an official and are knowledgeable in a variety of sports. Your
job will be to recruit, supervise, schedule and evaluate the intramural officials.You will
also be responsible for completing reports and coordinating official training clinics
You are a leader and can motivate others.
$5.05 per hour 15-20 hours per week

ADMINISTRATIVE

ASSISTANT

(WORK STUDY)

SPRING INTO FIRSTTIME NEW-CAR Pow.,
EXCITEMENT ’ars
Ara

1rsTIMEyf
c;pLAN
rowARos ,,
LIA
BUyERs

ALMADEN
PONTIAC

765 West Capitol Expwy, San Jose448-1500

You are familiar with basic bookeeping practices and have telephone communication
skills. You will be responsible for budget record keeping for ASLS including purchase
orders, payroll, personnel, and accounting. You will also maintain equipment inventory
and records. You are organized, assertive, and have knowledge of A.S.L.S. programs
$4 65 per hour 15-17 hours a week

INTRAMURAL SPORTS SUPERVISOR
You have experience in sports as a league director and sports official anityou
have had experience in supervising other staff. You will be hiring, training, supervising, and
evaluating the intramural directors and directors and directors of officials. You are mature,
dependable, level headed and responsible You can do it all!’
$580 per hour 20 hours per week

YOU COULD BE JUST THE PERSON WE’RE
LOOKING FOR!!
Applications aria complete job descriptions are available in the
Student Activities Office (next to thf? pub)

\Y\ X

CIFI

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED S I UDEN IS

924-5950
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Temblor rocks Salinas; is big one next?
SALINAS (AP) - A sharp earth
quake described as a "rolling jolt
shook the Salinas area Tuesday but
there were no immediate reports of
damage.
The earthquake took place at 5:15
a.m., according to Chuck Young of
the Office of Emergency Services in
Sacramento.
There was no immediate estimate
of the quake’s magnitude. but
Young said "it doesn’t appear to be
a big one
Tom Lee, city editor of the Salinas Californian, was in the shower
when he felt the quake.
"My first thought in my mind was
that what’s -his -face was right," said
Lee, referring to a prediction by 16th
century French seer Nostradamus
that a devastating earthquake would
hit California sometime during May.

’Instead of rolling, it
just shook
everything at once.’
- Tom Lee,
city editor. Salinas Californian
The prediction by Nostradmus is
told in the 1981 movie, now sold on
videotape, called "The Man Who
Could See Tomorrow."
The film, narrated by "War of the
Worlds’’ prankster Orson Welles,
claimed Nostradamus said a "New
City- would be wrecked by a huge
quake this month. The movie then
shows scenes of Los Angeles and
San Francisco. Salinas is located

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

about 120 miles south of San Francisco.
Lee said several members of his
staff reported feeling the earthquake
in the newspaper office.
"Everybody who was here said
they felt it. Instead of rolling, it just
shook everything at once," Lee
said.
Carol Jones described the earth
quake as "son of a rolling jolt.
"I thought it was a truck going b!,
but it kept going on," said Jones, a
librarian at the paper who was home
at the time of the earthquake.
The earthquake was also reported
in both San Juan Bautista and Hollister, about 30 miles to the east of Salinas.
Law enforcement dispatchers said
they felt the earthquake but did not
receive calls from the public.
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LEARN HOW TO EARN MONEY My
sssistance flak., stody income
possiblo Easy method starts you
earning quickly For informative
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MATH-PHONE

Meth
problems
solved, tutoring by phone at any
Intl Sessions 1410 1 hour Call
(415) 796-8497

SpartaGuide

NEED CASH FOR SCHOOL or to consolklan
high
interest
credit
cards, Let Washingto
Sq
Federal Credit Union help Mil an
unsecured loan al

13 95%,

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU students, faculty and staff
organizations. hems may be submitted on forms in the Daily office.
Dwight Rentel Hall, Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication is noon.

se

cured loans and cds also available Call 947-7273 or drop by the
office at 8104 San Salvador
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES. Let me
capture your wedding morrow*s
with quaillty pilot. tor toss" Budgot and Melon packages hon.
6299 You keep the negetives Call
Cherie at 274-8099
DISC JOCKEY by
Maim. Nichol. lormorly of KSJS
You v. got th. party, wo’ve got

the music’ Michet Proclutlions
provides
wide voriety of musk
for your wedding. party or dance
at reasonable rates Call DesiM1
ot Phil at 249-2820 or 922-7359
WRITING.

RESEARCH

p.m. S.U. Almaden Room. Kir information call 924-6033.
College Republkan Club: Meeting. 12:30 p.m. S.U. Guadalupe
Room. Call 683-4431 for information.
National Press Photographers Association: Meeting featuring photographer Nick Lammers of the
Argus in Fremont. 7:30 p.m. A.S.
Council Chambers. Call 924-3256
for information.
Campus Democrats: Speaker: Milpitas Mayor Bob Livengood. Election meeting will follow. Noon-2
p.m. A.S. Council Chambers. Call
280-7225 for information.
(lobe
Lusitania
(Portuguese
Club): Linguisa Sale. Today and tomorrow. 10:30 a.m.-2 p.m. BBQ
Pits. Call 262-8044 for information.
Academic Senate: Speaker: Niara
Sudar Kasa, president of Lincoln
University
and
internationally
known anthrimologist. 12:30-1:30

TOD AY
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SERVICES

Academic thesis
assistance.
Ghostoonting All sublects OualAnd writers Rosume Re-writing Catalog Berkoiey (415) 8415036
YOUR

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED
by a prolosiomi, high quality,
budgebl prke, tree information.
Call 371-71187 ask for SJSU die

rood

TYPING

.Amnesty international: Performance by "The Collective.- Noon.
S.U. Amphitheatre. For information
call 277-8225.
Career Planning and Placement:
Interview I. 3:30 p.m. S.U. Almaden Room. For information call 9246033.
Fantasy and Strategy Club: Open
gaming room: bring games. meet
players. 6- II p.m. S.U. Upper Pad.
Call 377-5349 for information.
Career Planning and Placement:
Resume I. Session will concentrate
on the written communications related to an effective job search. 1:30

......
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storage
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weft paper. ip0,111, those* 1-

pr./rasing noels Grophics,
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grommet
PS Laser

ACADEMIC

TYPING WORD

p.m. S.U. Loma Prieta Room. Call
924-2440 for information.
MEChA: Election meeting. 5:30
p.m. Chicano Resource Center.
WLN, room 307. For information
call 298-2531 .
Career Planning and Placement:
Job Hunting Techniques in the Hidden Job Market. 5:30 p.m. S.0
Umunhum Room. Call 924-6033 for
information.
ID( 1,0-’1) N1
Historical Walking Tour: Jack
Douglas, SJSU Special Collections
Librarian, will be the guide for a
Historical Walking Tour of Washington Square. Tour begins in front
of Tower Hall at 12:15 p.m. Call
924-2715 for information.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Graduation, planning and officer elections,
meeting. (This is the last meeting of,
the semester.) 4:30 p.m. S.U. Alma- ,
den Room. Call 263-2312 for inforillation.
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Contest: Professor wins two awards for puns history
Front page /
by cookies. tea, and a frensied oit2y
on the lawn outside, making sure. in
Course, to take all the usual precau
tions for safe sects.
Holmes also received a ’dishonoruble mentirin’. in the historical category.
He said the recognition is a "fitting tribute to ins homespun humor’.
and "honors all my technical writing
students."
Rice began the contest m 1O142
and limited it to this campus. He reeeived only three climes. This year
he received more than I I ,(MN) entries
from people world% isle.
"I didn’t realise what the contest
would become until this year." Rice
said -1 ney VI dreamed there would

be this fluid) interest...
Klee said he was inspned to have
the contest is hen he was study mg
works by 1. dward George Rulwerhist Fad of 1.ttoin whose
infamous line "It was a dark and
stsiliiis night
was immortalised by Snoopy
Other writing contests Were too
oppressoe to most authors so he decided to go the othei direction. Rice
said
-1Mglish teachers sometimes do
inure to retard than advance literacy
by putting emphasis on useage and
conectness." Rice said. "We are
viewed tai too often as task masters
and fault finders %Atm enjoy picking
apart people s wink "
lire contest is a was to raise per --

lima Thomas and others will perform. Jan Hutchinson front Channel
36 is ill seise as the keynote speaker
tor the cetemony
issigt /
Smith said the ceremony and cerWe Want to give our graduates a special and intimate commencement tificates as a ,A hole are given beceremony to recognue then hard cause they "w ill reflect the achievework and dedication, and for over- ments that out black graduates have
coming the barriers of this nurser- accomplished at our colleges... she
sky,- said Rick Thomas. a member said
Black Graduation has been in
of the Black Graduation committee.
During the ceremonN graduates existence since 1980 and has been
will be presented with certiticates it self supponing ever since. Smith
achievement and each graduate M. II I said. She aid the committee -ebe allowed to say a less %kords sit ceises donations from the black
community, faculty and staff. Smith
thanks.
Several faculty members will also also said that participating students
donabe receiving special recognition tin are being asked to give a
their support and guidance in the tion.
Smith said the donations are startpast years.
In conjuction with the regular pre- ing to come in. in larger numbers
which
will contribute to the success
Black
Gospel
sentations. the SJSU
Watts,
nsemble. Soloist !nits:
of the ceremonies

Graduate

Incorrect flap placement
blamed for airplane crash
V%
H I tir ;TON I API
Ted
eral nisestigamis said Tuesday
they had -merry helming es ideuce" that a Northwest
jet crashed last August. killing
15( people, because the plane’s
flaps had been improper!) set before takeoff.
The investigators told the National
Transportation
Safety
Board that their conclusion %%as
based in part on the plane’s performance as it left the runway at
Detroit and on a cockpit tape that
showed the crew had not per-

toimed much of a ioutine preflight checklist.
The investigators also noted
questions over cockpit discipline
warning
and questioned why
device that might haye prevented
the crash, the nation’s second
worst, did not is snis
’All these I tactorsi %ere sic
nificant to the accident.1)rake. who headed the inv est ig
lion. told the safety board.
The final report could mirror
recommendatir ins or
shill
the
could

slitter.

ple’s awareness of literacy and -promote the value of wordage.- he
said.
"I would like to see students have
the freedom to play is Mu words and
sentences... Rice said. "We should
see language as something to play
with as well as look at.
Some people have so much fun
playing with words that they plan for
this contest all year long. Tim
Prison). a math instruetor at University of Calitoinia at fats Angeles.

has submitted over 5.000 entries in
the past two years. Rice said

Freddie’s back

All entries, which were submitted
before the April 15 deadline, were
reviewed by a panel of "undistinguished judges" who are friends and
meilitiers of the English department,
Rice said.
The deadline was chosen because
it is "the day Americans associate
with making up bad stories." he
said

Woman, girl discovered
dead in abandoned car
A
LOS ANGLLLS (AP)
woman and a girl were shot to death
inside a battered car found stripped
in the middle of a street within a
gang -infested. inner-city neighborhood, police said Tuesday.
The bodies of Latonty ia Stover,
114. and Janice Finney, 12. were
found at about 7.15 p.m. Monday in
the vehicle on Si. Andrews Place.
about 1 ’ miles southwest of the Los
Angeles sIciiii ial Coliseum. said
police Officer Rick Dulgerian.
The unknow :I suspects. who po-

lice helic%c are gang ineinhcis. fled
the drive -by shooting scene and remained at large early today. Dulgerian said.

"We’re operating under the theory that this is a gang -related shooting." said police Detective Paul
Misr. "We don’t know if this is a
mistaken identity or whether there’s
some underlying factor that we
haven’t been able to determine yet."
Investigators said they were unable to link the victims with a gang.

GALA: White shirts worn
From page /
"When they see that these are
people they go to class with, and
who haven’t tried to jump their
hones, maybe they’ll stop worrying... he said.
There should be about 2,700 gays
and lesbians on campus, according
to statistics. Aldona said.
"And then there are people like
me who fall in the middle," said AlJona. who considers himself a bisexual.
This semester has been very good
for GALA. Aldona said. There have

been between 25 and 30 active and
consistent members.
They have had regular meetings
and have discussed topics including
the sodal interaction between gays
and lesbians.
’A lot of times the groups are intimidated by each other,’ said Aldona.
Originally. explained Aldona.
White Shirt Day was started at Hewlett-Packard by a group called the
Hi -Tech Gays and has been held at
other campuses including University
of California at Berkeley.

After seven days, jury
gives man six life sentences

Money

said.
She continued. "There was an assumption that a certain amount of tax
revenue would be forthcoming. ’
SJSU’s current operating budget
provides campus funding for the
next two months.
"(Budget cuts will) not do anything to the remnants of this fiscal
year. There are only two months
left. There is little or nothing that
could be recouped." Fullerton said.

DECATUR. Ga. (AP) A man
who was sentenced to death 14 years
ago for the murders of a south
Georgia family was given six life
sentences at his retrial Tuesday after
a judge ruled jurors were hopelessly
deadlocked over the death penalty.
The DeKalb County Superior
Court jury had deliberated into a seventh day without reaching a unanimous verdict in the sentencing phase
of Wayne Carl Coleman’s retrial.
Judge Hugh Lawson declared the

I. muff page I
Executive Council in Long
Beach.
"(I) usually don’t share all that
hat goes tin (at executive
111U4.11
council meetings), hut a great deal of
the discussion ainrong the trustees revolved around a considerable shortfall in the state budget." Fullerton
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staff photuytaphet

Xlay field. right. a freshman majoring in public relations,
helps is it tnthe pr
tion of the ’’ l’ridas the 13th Uoineti Shun
-

jury deadlocked at 10:20 a.m.
day and sentenced Coleman to six
consecutive life terms in prison. Life
is the automatic sentence when a
jury fails to agree on the death penalty.
Patsy Morris. case monitor for the
American Civil Liberties Union’s
Capital Litigation Project, said the
length of the deliberations was unusual. possibly unprecedented, in
the sentencing phase of a trial in
Georgia.

STUDENT PARKING NEWS!
$81 FEE!

Fall 1988 introduces a new range of CSU student parking fees, in the case of SJSU, $81.00
per semester. At the same time, the use of quarters will be discontinued and you will be
required to purchase a parking pass to park in the garage - no pass, no parking!

MAIL ORDER!

How do you buy your parking pass? Simple. Beginning in July, you will receive detailed
information - and an application - in your Add -Drop registration package. Take advantage
of this offer! Just mail us back the application and a check and we’ll mail you a parking pass
in return. We expect long lines on campus after school starts.
41%!

ALTERNATIVES!

By the way, at the Seventh Street Garage you will be able to pay $2.00 a day, but only when
space is available. Park and Ride will no longer be free - either show your pass when you
drive into the lot or pay $2.00 on the bus.

CAR POOL!

Alternatives to driving by yourself are available and you should give them serious
consideration!
To encourage carpooling, we have just reduced the eligibility for a carpool permit from three
riders to TWO! Two or more students may now share the cost of a parking pass, which
entitles them to preferential parking in the Seventh Street Garage.

RIDE THE BUS!

Ride the bus or Light Rail - County Transit blankets Santa Clara County with fast, frequent
services, including an express bus connecting with BART. Discount passes are available at
the A.S. Business Office.

BIKES & MOPEDS

Ride a bike - rent a locker!
How about a moped? Motorcycle passes are only $20.25 per semester.

Carlsberg Brewer ie

FOR INFORMATION CALL 924-6556
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